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SUBJECT: Vehicle and Facility Security-Mandatory Safety Talks

As we progress. through the holiday season, it is absolutely critical that all employees-whether
temporary or career, management or craft-protect the security of our vehicles and facilities. In the
last three months we have experienced firsthand how terrorism can affect our coworkers, our
customers, our business, and our nation’s mailstream. Given the domestic alerts that have been
issued, the prominence of the holidays within different faiths and cultures, and the approaching
Olympic games, we cannot become distracted or complacent about security.

Throughout America, the postal fleet is a recognized and accepted presence. As an extension of the
high public trust and confidence we have earned since our inception, postal vehicles have ready
access to prominent locations and infrastructure across the country. Potential criminal use of postal
vehicles to take advantage of the public trust or our access cannot be underestimated. Similarly, the
role of our facilities in the complex distribution chain that touches all Americans has been highlighted.
The risk of attack, or an enabling event, is not limited to prominent cities like New York, Trenton, or
Washington, D.C. Sadly, and as we saw in Oklahoma City, terrorists may strike where they are least
expected.

We must maintain a focus on critical security measures that protect employees, the public, and
our business. Employees must be held accountable for compliance with security measures. To
ensure this message reaches every employee, the attached Safety Talks are mandatory in all

lease ensure their immediate dissemination and application.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Weaver
Mr. Rapp
Mr. Vegliante (all Labor-Management Organizations)
National Operations Center
Managers, Operations Support (Area)
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A postal vehicle is a welcomed and trusted sight in all residential and business

communities because it signals that we are doing what we do best - delivering the messages and

business communications for America. However, being such a common and visible part of the

community is not without its problems.

Some people might see us as targets that are too good to pass up. It sounds so simple,

but it is true: thieves are found where there is something to steal. If we do not close our windows

and lock our vehicle, we invite those thieves to take our vehicle and the mail.

The current war against terrorism has raised the stakes. The loss of USPS vehicles can

pose another risk. Postal vehicles could be used to gain access to federal buildings or other

areas that would otherwise be restricted. Similarly, cars and trucks that we lease from GSA

normally bear government plates. These GSA vehicles may also be given access that would

otherwise be restricted from most of the public. Even during these days of heightened

awareness, very few people question or challenge a postal vehicle’s arrival, since we are “part of

the landscape.” Acceptance of the familiar increases our risk, if the familiar activity is carried out

by someone who intends to cause harm.

We must do everything in our power to protect our vehicles and the mail entrusted to us.

Our postal trucks, vehicles, and cars with government license plates must be kept under close

control. A few simple, basic procedures can go a long ways toward keeping our vehicles safe:

• Each time you inspect your vehicle, visually verify that any government license plates

(postal or GSA) are still affixed.

• Designated employees must complete a vehicle inventory daily and document the

results. A PS Form 4569 or local worksheet can be used, as long as all vehicles

assigned to the operation are identified. When a vehicle is at a service station or

dealer’s facility overnight, you must contact the vendor daily to ensure that the vehicle

is still at that site.

• Report anything missing IMMEDIATELY.

• Remove keys from the vehicle when not in use, and keep the doors locked. If you are

performing mail delivery, collection or transportation activities, security can be

compromised if the vehicle is left open and out of your immediate access and control.

If you cannot maintain the vehicle in your direct, full sight and be absolutely sure that

neither the vehicle’s interior or its contents are tampered with, then the vehicle must

be locked.
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• If vehicles must be accessed by maintenance contractors, managers must work with

the Vehicle Maintenance Facility and local Postal Inspection Service to limit access

and reduce risk.

These are the obvious steps to take. However, we must also be willing to take action

when something doesn’t seem quite right. Be aware of suspicious persons hanging around our

vehicles. Report the person to a supervisor and the Postal Inspection Service. If a vehicle is

attacked and the mail or vehicle is stolen, report it by phone to your manager and the Postal

inspection Service immediately. Your quick action can mean the difference between prompt

recovery of the mail or vehicle and a trail that has gone cold. It may seem like a hassle to take

action, but the cost of ignoring suspicious activity or a delay in reporting a vehicle theft, puts

personal safety, the safety of others, and of the mail, at risk.

It doesn’t take long to be safe, and it’s worth our time. Thank you.
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The best security force for our postal facility is the people who work here. That means

each of us.

You know if there are problem areas in our building. You know how to get in and how to

get out. You know how to compromise security, and you may even know a few people who do

exactly that. That’s why the best security guard you know is YOU. Each of us must take this

responsibility seriously if we are to keep ourselves and our facility secure.

Sometimes it’s easier to keep a door open because it’s closer to the swing room or the

credit union, or because it makes it easier to get to a pay phone or the parking lot. But we must

not sacrifice security for convenience. That’s too high a price to pay. And remember this: you are

sacrificing the security for ALL of the employees here if you keep a door propped open when you

know it should be closed.

It only takes one open door to compromise the security of an entire building. Each time a

door that is supposed to be locked is left open, a hole in our outer security perimeter is opened.

The sad truth is that we have people who are just waiting for such a hole to open in order to enter

our facilities.

We cannot compromise our safety and security. In addition to the locks themselves, we

are the first line of defense, so, remember the following:

• When doors can be locked and closed they will be. Sometimes they have to be open

to let employees and the mail in and out. At other times, however, they will be closed

and locked.

• We must make sure that this “closed door” policy doesn’t compromise safety in other

ways. If people have to get out quickly because of fire, for example, they must have a

clear path out of and away from the building.

• Lets be concerned for each other’s security. This is good for us and our families, and

it helps to protect our customers’ mail.

Remember:  workplace security is good business, and it’s our business to make it

happen. Thank you.
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